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The Dialectics of Mediated (Moderate) Feminism 







Women leaders’ bodies are 
their defining characteristic, 
and become a seductive 








Women leaders’ relationship 
with each other is 





Women leaders are 
positioned in relation to each 
other, and in competition with 








Frontpage article: ‘Never mind Brexit, who won Legs-It!’ (Daily Mail, 28.03.17) 
‘It wasn’t quite stilettos at dawn, but there was a distinctly frosty atmosphere when Theresa May met 
Nicola Sturgeon yesterday.’ 
 
“There is no doubt that both these women consider their pins to be the finest weapon in their physical 
arsenal. Sturgeon's shorter, but undeniably more shapely shanks are altogether more flirty, tantalisingly 
crossed, with the dominant leg pointing towards her audience". 
 
Summary analysis: The article focuses on their bodies in preference to their leadership role and this 
significant historical reason for the meeting.  The accompanying image foregrounds the women’s legs 
and footwear. 
  
Response to the ‘fuss’ by Sarah Vine: ‘Sexism? Nonsense. I've lived politics up close and those 
hemlines were no accident.’ (Daily Mail, 29.03.17) 
‘But then I looked again at the picture and thought: ‘Oh, come off it — what’s wrong with everyone? 
Why are they being so po-faced? Can’t they see what I see: the two most powerful women in Britain 
today having a tacit face-off via their wardrobe choices? Isn’t it just a little bit amusing?’ 
 
‘But what stands out here are the legs – and the vast expanse on show. There is no doubt that both 
women consider their pins to be the finest weapon in their physical arsenal. Consequently, both have 
been unsheathed.’ 
‘Sturgeon’s shorter but undeniably more shapely shanks are altogether more flirty, tantalisingly 
crossed, with the dominant leg pointing towards her audience.’ 
‘It’s a direct attempt at seduction: her stiletto is not quite dangling off her foot, but it could be. ‘Come, 
succumb to my revolutionary allure,’ she seems to be saying. ‘You know you want to.’ 
Summary analysis: The article is a defence of the previous day’s front page, but discusses and 






























































Women’s bodies are 
infantilized; they are not 
treated as adults. 
  
compares in more detail the leaders’ clothes. While Sturgeon’s blue suit is described as resembling the 
Scottish flag, May’s attire is described as stateswoman-like.  The original front page image is included, 




Front-page article: ‘Never mind Brexit, who won Legs-It!’ (Daily Mail, 28.03.17) 
“May's (legs) are "demurely arranged in her customary finishing-school stance",  
 
‘Loose Women’ lunchtime TV programme discussion of Daily Mail front page: The May/Sturgeon 
headlines: our reaction.  (ITV. 28.3.17) 
Discussion opens with programme host, Ruth Langsford, showing the Daily Mail front page to the 
audience and states ‘They have climbed the political ladder and that was the headline. Nothing about 
what they talked about, but who has the best legs’. Another panel member, Gloria Hunniford, replied:  
‘Aren’t they lucky they’ve got good legs? Wouldn’t be it worse if we were talking about their stumps? 
 
Ed Miliband tweet:  







Sturgeon’s leadership identity 
tied to a male historical figure 
associated with Scottish 












Response to the ‘fuss’ by Sarah Vine: One was relaxed, every inch a stateswoman while her opposite 
number was tense and uncomfortable: SARAH VINE says May v Sturgeon was a knockout victory for 
the PM (Daily Mail, 28.03.17) 
‘Legend – or rather Hollywood – has it that the Scottish knight William Wallace daubed himself head-
to-toe in blue woad paint to defeat the English army at the Battle of Stirling Bridge in 1297. Centuries 
later, Nicola Sturgeon has gone one step further, arriving to greet her Southern nemesis Theresa May 
apparently dressed as the Scottish Saltire.’ 
‘The message to the Scottish electorate is clear. They have a simple choice: on the one hand the 
reliable, measured, considerate and cautious politics of Mrs May and the safety of a Union that has 
endured for 300 years – on the other a wild, dangerous leap into the unknown, a glorious moment of 






















































May’s leadership identity 
rooted in her father’s 
occupation. 
rebellion which could all too easily lead to a lifetime of regrets.’ 
Vicar’s daughter 
May’s famously long extremities are demurely arranged in her customary finishing-school stance – 
knees tightly together, calves at a flattering diagonal, feet neatly aligned. It’s a studied pose that 
reminds us that for all her confidence, she is ever the vicar’s daughter, always respectful and anxious 
not to put a foot wrong 
 
Table 3. Dialectics of Mediated (Moderate) Feminism  
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1
2
3
4
5
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